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Focusing on what they do best, delivering news, sports and information 
to communities they love, is the main priority of one established digital 
news leader, Daily Voice, that spans across communities in New York 
and Connecticut. The company called on Apparatus to fully utilize the 
scalability and cost savings of their complex AWS environment through 
Apparatus Kore Managed IT Solutions™.

CHALLENGE
Daily Voice determined the need to retain a partner to manage their 
current Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform spanning across twelve 
servers. Thomas Cain, COO, stated, “Our AWS environment reached a 
level of complexity that we were no longer able to manage effectively. 
We needed someone who could optimize the AWS tool set and enable 
us to focus on the business.”

RESULTS
Within less than four weeks, the team of experts at Apparatus had a 
predictable managed service established for the Daily Voice 
environment. Effectively operating AWS tools such as CloudFront, 
Elastic Load Balancer, EC2, S3, EBS and Auto Scale as well as Puppet 
and GlusterFS, the Apparatus team ensured the website, existing 
entirely in AWS, is managed and performing to its full potential. 

“With Apparatus behind the scenes monitoring and managing our 
AWS environment, we have every confidence the environment is 
scaling to meet our changing needs. We called on Apparatus knowing 
they could utilize their skills to manage the environment in a way we 
could not achieve on our own” stated Thomas Cain.

With Apparatus Kore Managed IT Solutions™, all of the systems in the 
environment are monitored and managed, alerts generated by the 
monitoring system are immediately addressed and necessary 
changes to the environment are implemented directly.
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“With Apparatus behind the 
scenes monitoring
and managing our AWS 
environment, we have every 
confidence the environment 
is scaling to meet our 
changing needs. We called 
on Apparatus knowing they 
could utilize their skills to 
manage the environment in 
a way we could not achieve 
on our own.” 

Thomas Cain
COO, Daily Voice

Enabling Daily Voice to focus on what they do best led to better 
coverage, higher uptime, and increased confidence that the 
environment is being managed effectively. With the team of experts 
at Apparatus managing the AWS environment, Daily Voice has not 
experienced any downtime. “Our team can now enjoy peace of mind 
knowing Apparatus is providing around the clock coverage,” stated 
Thomas Cain.

ABOUT THE DAILY VOICE
The Daily Voice, originally Main Street Connect, began in 2010 as a 
collection of local news sites. Since then, Daily Voice has grown into a 
news network, employing award-winning editors and local reporters 
in towns across two states. Employees live and work in the 
communities they serve, covering the most important news, sports 
and information in each community they serve.

ABOUT APPARATUS
Apparatus specializes in durable, scalable managed IT solutions backed by our unparalleled technological insights that 
deliver increasing business value to our clients over time. Our top notch suite of highly configurable, enterprise consulting 
solutions stretch across unified communications, collaboration, business intelligence, mobile, and cloud computing. Add 
transparent client service and a culture of passionate technologists, and you'll see what's propelled Apparatus into the top 
ranks of managed service providers worldwide.

Visit www.apparatus.net to learn more.


